On a sunny, summer day, a young boy and his father assemble the ingredients for a homemade pizza. From gathering fresh garden herbs to rolling out the dough for a crust to spreading on sauce and cheese, this picture book leads young chefs step-by-step through the process of making a favorite meal.
This book is yours to keep at home and enjoy over and over again! Here is a way you can take what you learned from the book and apply it at home.

In the book, they use sauce, green peppers, tomatoes, mushrooms, and cheese on top of the dough to make their pizza! All the veggies are found in their very own summer garden!

Ask your student why gardens are grown in the summer—plants need water, sunshine, and warm weather.

Using art supplies and paper, ask your student to draw a picture of a pizza.

What color is the crust? Yellow/brown
What color is the sauce? Red
What color is the cheese? White/yellow

What toppings would they like to add and what color are those toppings?

English Language Arts Standards

Students can draw pictures or use words to show their writing ideas.